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BuzziSpace loves to picnic.
BuzziSpace has always had a penchant for picnics, which is why it created the BuzziPicNic. This prizewinning 
indoor table has all the nostalgic design features of a traditional picnic table. Our love of outdoor living inspired 
our designers to create the BuzziBreeze. With this, BuzziSpace has answered the call for an outdoor workstation 
that captures the collaborative needs of the modern workplace. BuzziBreeze is constructed using a powder-coated 
metal frame, with either a weather-resistant hardwood top and seat, or a folded aluminium profile.

Design by Ronald Mattelé and BuzziSpace Design Studio

General

 Low


Top and seat: Powder coated folded aluminium or Solid Oak or Iroko
Frame: Powder coated Steel

 Dry, Damp & Wet use



Aluminium Version: Top, seat and frame: Powder coated aluminium 
             Black (RAL 9005) or White (RAL 9010)

Wood Version: Top and seat: Iroko and 
                                           Solid Oak (Not suitable for outdoor use)

      Frame: Powder coated aluminium 
      Black (RAL 9005) or White (RAL 9010)

 Flat packed
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Configurations

BuzziBreeze Low


Top and seat: Powder coated folded aluminium 

Solid Iroko | Solid Oak (Not suitable for outdoor use)
Frame: Powder coated steel



H 74 cm (bench 44 cm) | 29.13” (bench 17.32”)
L  200 cm | 78.74”
    300 cm | 118.11”
    400 cm | 157.48”
D 163 cm | 64.17”



Aluminium version: 
200 cm:   91 kg |   78.74”: 201 lbs
300 cm: 117 kg | 118.11”: 258 lbs
400 cm: 143 kg | 157.48”: 315 lbs

Wood version:
200 cm: 163 kg | 78.74”: 359 lbs
300 cm: 223 kg | 118.11”: 492 lbs
400 cm: 283 kg | 157.48”: 624 lbs



Aluminium version: Top, seat and frame: Aluminium powder coated 
             Black (RAL 9005) or White (RAL 9010)

Wood version: Top and seat: Iroko or Solid Oak
      Frame: Aluminium powder coated 
      Black (RAL 9005) or White (RAL 9010)
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Finishes

Black (RAL 9005) White (RAL 9010)

Oak* Iroko

* Not suitable for outdoor use
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Dimensions

BuzziBreeze Low

L 200 cm | 78.74” 300 cm | 118.11” 400 cm | 157.48”
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Wood Disclaimer
Every tree is unique

Wood is a natural product and has variations. While we do our utmost to provide you with the finest and almost 
identical wood products, it is almost impossible to find two trees that are alike.

Following from the organic nature of wood, it develops its own character throughout the growth process, which 
is reflected in color, knots and structure. Every tree is unique, and therefore slight variations will appear in every 
piece of furniture.

The role of humidity

Over time, all wood products will absorb and release moisture. Consequently, humidity plays a crucial role in 
the right treatment of your wood products. Under dry conditions, low humidity levels, the wood shrinks and small 
cracks and splits can occur. On the contrary, high humidity levels will make the wood expand and restore cracks 
caused by dry conditions.

Please be aware, even weather changes can potentially prompt changes in wood, especially during months of 
high humidity levels and opposite during winter times when additional indoor heating is used, thereby making the 
air dryer.

Therefore, we advise to ensure a constant level of humidity through the use of humidifiers or water evaporators. 
Ideally, the indoor humidity levels must be between 50% and 60%.

Take good care of your wood products

To ensure maximum lifetime of wood products, good maintenance is key. Therefore, we would like to highlight a 
few measures you can take to avoid any unnecessary changes and/or damages to your products.

By placing your wood products in direct sunlight, color differences may occur over time. The same holds true for 
tableware that is placed on a table. Avoid placing any hot objects directly on the wood as this may cause rings to 
form.

As stated previously, wood is sensitive to moisture. Therefore, wipe off any excessive liquids immediately. Clean 
stain and veneer wood with a damp cloth, and if necessary, use an appropriate cleaning agent. Don’t use any 
shaving or polishes that contain silicone as this may prompt permanent stains.

Remember, all types of wood are organic materials and the creation of small cracks and splints are natural 
consequences. Therefore, complaints that can be derived from this, will not be accepted
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